Wiring diagram bathroom fan and light

Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of broan bathroom fan wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined conventional pictorial depiction of an electrical circuit. It shows the elements of the
circuit as simplified forms, and also the power and also signal connections in between the
tools. A wiring diagram generally gives details regarding the relative setting and also plan of
devices as well as terminals on the devices, to assist in structure or servicing the device. A
pictorial diagram would certainly reveal more detail of the physical appearance, whereas a
wiring diagram makes use of an extra symbolic symbols to stress interconnections over
physical appearance. A wiring diagram is usually used to repair troubles and also making
certain that the links have been made as well as that whatever exists. Collection of broan
bathroom fan wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer
by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a kind of schematic which makes use of
abstract pictorial signs to show all the interconnections of elements in a system. Wiring layouts
are composed of 2 things: signs that stand for the parts in the circuit, and lines that stand for
the connections between them. For that reason, from electrical wiring layouts, you understand
the relative location of the elements and also just how they are linked. Circuitry layouts
generally reveals the physical setting of elements as well as connections in the built circuit, yet
not necessarily in reasoning order. To review a wiring diagram, first you need to know what
basic aspects are consisted of in a wiring diagram, and which pictorial icons are utilized to
represent them. The typical elements in a wiring diagram are ground, power supply, cord and
also connection, output devices, buttons, resistors, logic gateway, lights, and so on. A line
stands for a cable. Wires are utilized to connect the components with each other. All factors
along the wire equal and connected. Cables on some areas need to cross each other, but that
does not necessarily indicate that they attach. A black dot is utilized to show the injunction of 2
lines. Key lines are represented by L1, L2, and more. Generally various shades are utilized to
differentiate the cords. There must be a legend on the wiring diagram to inform you exactly what
each color indicates. A series circuit is a circuit in which parts are linked along a single path, so
the present flows via one component to obtain to the following one. In a collection circuit,
voltages include up for all parts attached in the circuit, and also currents are the same via all
parts. A good wiring diagram has to be technically appropriate and also clear to review. Look
after every information. The layout must reveal the proper direction of the positive and also
adverse terminals of each element. Utilize the right symbols. Find out the significances of the
standard circuit icons as well as pick the appropriate ones to use. Draw attaching cords as
straight lines. Make use of a dot to show line junction, or usage line leaps to suggest cross lines
that are not attached. Label components such as resistors as well as capacitors with their
values. Make sure the text positioning looks tidy. It only takes a minute to sign up. I have been
up and down in my attic so many times and have had one of the functions working each time,
but never all three. I got the heater to turn on and off. I got the light to turn on and off. I got the
vent to run, but it would run no matter like there was no switch. I am thoroughly confused at this
point. That will make all the wire colors match, which will help with any future troubleshooting.
That should leave you with nothing extra hanging out. You also need to vent the fan properly. I
had my electrician do that too not a fun job in my attic. You definitely do NOT want the fan
venting into the open area of your attic. If you had another fan before then you may be able to
reuse the ductwork and the hole in the roof. If not, that may be the hardest part of the job. Red
goes to red heater hot and white goes to the heater's white wire which should not be connected
to the fan or light's white wire. Down in the 3-switch switch box, all the grounds from all cables
go together. All the neutrals whites go together. Now one of the cables in the switch box is the
supply. That one's hot wire needs to be split 3 ways, e. By being wire-nutted to 3 pigtails. You
have 3 switches with 2 non-green screws each. Each pigtail goes to a different switch, and
attaches to one of the screws. Still unattached are the black, red and blue coming from the fan.
Each switch still has a remaining screw unused. That is where those 3 wires go; one per switch.
Sign up to join this community. The best answers are voted up and rise to the top. Asked 2
years, 4 months ago. Active 2 years, 4 months ago. Viewed 22k times. Improve this question.
Jeff Cox. Jeff Cox Jeff Cox 13 1 1 gold badge 1 1 silver badge 6 6 bronze badges. Can you post
photos of the wiring at the switch box, and post the install instructions as well? Can you replace
the cable between switch box and fan? Also it would be more legal. Yes, where does power
come into this for that matter? This is an illegal configuration, you can't send power up one
cable and back down another: the current return for each device must be back in the same
cable so the currents and magnetic fields in each wire cancel each other out. Well I guess this is
what happens back in ha. Thank the lord there hasn't been any kind of fire yet, but makes me
nervous about how the rest of the house is wired. I am going to fix tonight, thankfully I won't
have to get back up in the attic. That would also explain why I could never get the configuration
right at the unit. Should have looked at the switch earlier. Live and learn! Show 3 more

comments. Active Oldest Votes. Hard to tell from the pictures what you currently have. But here
is roughly what you need. Updating based on newly posted installation diagram Assumptions
Installing 3 switches in one box Note: I do not know much about how much you can stuff in a
box. There are some experts here who can speak to that - when I did this in my own house, my
electrician dealt with those details and many more. I got something like this Decora 15 Amp
3-Rocker Switch which can fit in a single gang box, but be warned that a single gang box is
likely not big enough for all these wires code or practically speaking. Everything on one circuit i. Hot goes to all three switches. Neutral will connect to neutral from all three devices. Connect
all the neutral white wires together with a wire nut. If your switches have three pairs of screws
then connect three short black wires same size, easiest to just strip a section of Romex and
chop off 3 pieces of black wire together with the black wire from the panel with a wire nut and
connect each to one screw. If your switch has a common hot then you connect the hot from the
panel directly to it. Two switches get black, one gets red - these are all switched hots. All
grounds are connected together. No white wires to the switch unless it is a smart switch that
uses neutral If your switch has backstab connections and screws always use the screws.
Improve this answer. So the only thing I don't have connected the way you mentioned is I don't
have all the whites three from unit and two from switch connected with a nut. I have the heater
white connected to one white and then the light and vent white connected to the other. Is this
what is causing the issue maybe? I have the switch you referenced above already installed. I am
going to check the switch box tomorrow. It sounds like you got that part right. So if that is the
case then my issue is probably in the switch. I'll take a look tomorrow. What would be the issue
in the switch that is causing the fan to just run no matter and none of the switches to work? I
fixed it! And it works!!! So happy. I think it was the line to the bedroom in case someone wanted
to put a switch on wall right the plugs on the back wall. I got them tied back together and got the
new triple switch hooked up and it works like a charm. Show 4 more comments. You need some
colored electrical tape. And you're done. Harper - Reinstate Monica Harper - Reinstate Monica k
14 14 gold badges silver badges bronze badges. Colors in cables are not there to help you, they
are there as a necessity of cable manufacture. You can re-mark them to suit your own purposes
, and it'll make your life easier if you do, and make it clearer next time you are in there. Do it that
way, the colors match and it's easy mode. Don't underestimate the value of simplicity when
dealing with an octopus like this. That makes sense and I believe that is how I have it connected
at the moment. For some reason I think the problem might be in the switch. I am going to check
and make sure the switch layout is correct tonight and it may just be time to replace the switch.
It almost looks like they hooked up a white as a hot wire instead going up to the unit. Add a
comment. Sign up or log in Sign up using Google. Sign up using Facebook. Sign up using Email
and Password. Post as a guest Name. Email Required, but never shown. Featured on Meta.
Visual design changes to the review queues. Opt-in alpha test for a new Stacks editor. Related
1. Hot Network Questions. Question feed. Where do all the wires connect to a light switch?
Electrical Question Skill Level: Intermediate to Advanced. This electrical repair project is best
performed by a Licensed Electrical Contractor or Certified Electrician. Estimated Time: Depends
on personal level experience, ability to work with hand tools and electrical troubleshooting
skills. Precaution: Identify the circuit, turn it OFF and then Tag it with a Note before performing
any wiring or inspections or repairs. Wiring Diagrams for Light Switches. You identified your
project to be about Light Switch Wiring , so you might find this information useful:. Light Switch
Wiring. Wiring Bathroom Exhaust Fans. My bathroom has a wall switch with three rocker
switches. One switch operates a light over tub, but also operates a light in the toilet room. The
other two switches operate other lights in the bathroom. The toilet room also has a rocker
switch that also turns on toilet room and light over tub. What needs to be done to just have the
toilet room operate just the toilet room and not the tub light, and also the main wall switch so it
just turns on the tub light and not toilet light? Hi Joe, To change from two switches to a single
switch to control a light the wiring configuration will need to be changed at both switch box
locations. The exact wiring connections will depend on how the circuit is now configured.
Therefore, the existing circuit power, and the wiring used for the switching process will all need
to be identified before making the conversion to the new switch setup. Now doubt, this can be
done as you have described, however the identification of the wiring must first be understood in
order to make the wiring changes. Check out the Wiring Diagrams for Switches that I have
provided to assist you further. I hope this helps, Dave. OK here goes. I am changing a light
fixture in my bathroom. I notice that when I turn the power off, it shuts down the the lights in my
living room, dining room, and kitchen, how do I find and connect the right wire for just that
bathroom light with all these other one meeting in that one place? Hi Tommy, I always
recommend that when changing out a light fixture that you only work with the wires that are
connected to the existing light fixture, and then the wiring is straight forward. But if for some

reason all of the wiring have been taken apart then a voltage tester will need to be used to
identify what all of the wires are used for. What we typically discover is that there is only one
cable that is the power source, one or more cables that travel out to the living room, dining
room and kitchen, and then we discover that on cable may be used for switching to hot leg of
the circuit for the light fixture. I would suggest taking a look at the wiring diagrams for light
switches as shown above which will help you understand so
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me of the different wiring scenarios. I hope this helps you, Dave. It had an old heater fan in the
ceiling with one switch operating the heater only. If there was only one switch for the original
heater fan then an additional cable will be required for the second switch to enable independent
switching capability. Name required. Email will not be published required. Get a Quick Reply!
Ask an Electrical Question. Joe says:. September 15, at pm. Dave Rongey says:. September 18,
at am. Tommy says:. September 21, at am. September 21, at pm. John Robinette says:. August
27, at am. Click here to cancel reply. How to Install and Wire a Baseboard Heater. Estimated
Time: Depends on personal level experience, ability to work with tools, work with electrical
wiring, and the available access to the project area. Important: Modifying existing electrical
circuits or installing additional electrical wiring should be done according to local and National
Electrical Codes, with a permit and be inspected.

